
Simplify every encounter with a more streamlined, effective approach to capturing, processing and 
accessing patient check-in information. 

Lexmark Patient Admissions + Registration Solution

Solutions for Healthcare

document capture, workflow,  
and enterprise content management
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Lexmark distributed capture solutions, powered by 
Perceptive Software, turn multifunction printers into powerful 
productivity tools that ensure your information, technology 
and staff are always on the same page. 

Efficiency begins at the Lexmark MFP, where employees 
across your organization can start a business process simply 
by capturing paper documents. The e-Task touch screen 
makes this step quick and accurate, intuitively prompting 
users for additional data that supports intelligent capture, 
indexing and routing.

Capture any 
document type from 

any location

Extract important 
reference information 

Store and secure data and images  
for automated processing

Automatically link with related records 
in your business application

Initiate workflow 
and collaborate

Provide access 
to those who 
need it, where 

they need it

The Lexmark + Perceptive Software Advantage

ImageNow from Perceptive Software stores the documents 
securely with all other types of content — computer files, 
faxes, e-mail and more — enabling others to find, manage, 
route and use the information wherever and whenever it's 
needed.

Our flexible, easy-to-deploy solutions integrate content 
with the ERP systems and applications that drive your daily 
routines. With just a click, users can instantly access relevant 
information within the context of the process at hand.

Capturing documents. Connecting information. 
Improving patient service. 
Delivering a quality patient experience starts at admissions. But as with many 
paper-intensive healthcare processes, poorly managed documents can delay 
care and frustrate patients and staff.

With the Lexmark Patient Admissions + Registration solution, powered by 
Perceptive Software, you can electronically capture, organize, route and 
access patient documentation quickly, accurately and securely.

Our solution works in concert with any healthcare information system to 
streamline document-driven routines, enabling staff to focus on patient needs 
instead of processing paperwork.

Collected content is linked automatically to electronic medical records, so 
forms, insurance cards, orders and other registration documents are available 
instantly, to those who need them, directly from a patient’s EMR.

Lexmark MFPs with high-resolution e-Task touch 
screens offer large viewing displays and are 
intuitively easy to use. Custom prompts, with 
keywords and phrases relevant to your business 
or work process, lead you step-by-step through 
the capture process.

Solutions for Healthcare
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Lexmark multifunction devices and ImageNow software provide a more efficient, secure 
solution for managing admissions and registration documents. Our advanced technologies 
deliver immediate benefits — faster check-in, more complete patient records, accelerated 
processing and more.

A new patient, Scott Johnson, arrives for his 
appointment. Julie, the registration clerk, creates 
a record for him in their HIS, which automatically 
generates an admissions packet including the bar-
coded face sheet, medical history, HIPAA privacy, 
consent and other applicable forms such as a 
barcoded wristband.

After Scott completes and signs the forms, Julie 
presses the Registration icon on the e-Task interface 
and is prompted to scan Scott’s ID and insurance 
cards, as well as Scott’s forms. The system verifies 
that all required documentation is collected and 
required signatures are in place 

ImageNow uses the bar codes to quickly store and 
organize the documents in a centralized, secure 
repository and automatically link them to a patient’s 
electronic medical record. This enables users in HIM, 
patient finance, and clinical areas to retrieve Scott’s 
supporting documents instantly.  

The solution also distributes documents through 
workflow for immediate action. Scott’s insurance 
card is sent to John, an HIM associate, for insurance 
verification. John clicks the link in the notification 
message to open workflow. The card is displayed 
instantly, and John uses it to verify coverage. 
ImageNow imports eligibility confirmation into Scott’s 
patient record for easy review.

During the visit, Jane, a clinician, wants to verify 
Scott’s consent-to-treat and advance directive forms 
using her tablet PC. She opens his record in the HIS, 
and clicks the ImageNow button. A list of Scott’s 
documents is displayed, and Julie clicks a form  
to open it.

This integrated approach enables staff to quickly find specific information without having to search for it. Throughout the 
process, the solution keeps a complete audit trail and tracks every document and version. Powerful features support the data 
integrity, confidentiality and accessibility requirements that are critical to satisfying regulatory mandates.

Solutions for Healthcare
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Print Less. Save More.
www.lexmark.com

Getting Started

Print Less. Save More.
More time, more money, 
in a more environmentally 
responsible way.  
To learn more about Lexmark 
products, solutions and 
services, please visit:
www.lexmark.com
 
 

Solution Benefits
• Check patients in quickly at the point of service — the admissions  
 desk, a clinical floor or bedside. Staff also has the option to scan a  
 series of documents at one time in a batch.

• Ensure documentation is accurate and complete right at the device

• Standardize and speed admissions to alleviate barriers to patient care

 - Hold packets for pre-registered patients in the print queue for quick  
  and easy admitting once they arrive

 - Streamline readmission and check in at ancillary facilities by reviewing  
  instead of recreating admission packets

• Reduce paper costs and eliminate hard-copy storage requirements

• Share content instantly and securely with clinical and  
 administrative staff

• Automate printing and formatting (including bar codes) of all   
 admissions documents

• Enhance patient safety through bar-coded documents and wristbands

• Review information for returning patients rather than  
 rescanning documentation

• Accelerate the revenue cycle with immediate access to billing and  
 insurance information

• Increase the value of HIS, EMR and MFP technologies with integrated  
 document management

• Capture signatures wet or electronically

When you combine 

Lexmark print and 

capture technology with 

leading enterprise content 

management products 

from Perceptive Software, 

you have everything 

you need to eliminate 

the document-related 

headaches that surround 

patient admissions  

and registration.


